
Ongoing Train Layout Refinements: O-42 Curve Replacment  Jan 2020 

 

I crafted a combined S-gauge and O-gauge layout on a 14 x 10 ft homemade table and 

documented that early 2019 … https://ogrforum.ogaugerr.com/topic/my-experience-adding-o-

gauge-to-existing-s-gauge 

Recently I added a dropleaf table-top addition to one end of the layout to facilitate adding 

scenery.  That work and the updated scenery-addition to the layout is shown here.   

https://ogrforum.ogaugerr.com/topic/add-dropleaf-to-train-platform-for-additional-buildings 

 

Recent Refinements:  Have enjoyed running both O-gauge and S-gauge trains for the past year.  

The O-gauge layout consisted of two concentric ovals … outer oval around perimeter of the 

table was all 0-54 turns; inner oval was O-42 turns along with several O-42-switched through-

sidings.  After running my O-gauge trains for the past year, I opted to modify the inner oval 

from O-42 curves up to O-54 to accommodate larger engines and rolling stock.  I also opted to 

change out the several O-42 through-switches from O-42 up to O-72 for the same reason.  PDFs 

of RR-Track layouts are included below for the Jan 2019 and the Jan 2020 layouts.   The 

rectangular shaded areas are cutouts in the train table to access the inner areas of the table.  

The S-gauge layout has three concentric loops around the larger of the two shaded areas. 

Jan 2019 Layout 

 

https://ogrforum.ogaugerr.com/topic/my-experience-adding-o-gauge-to-existing-s-gauge
https://ogrforum.ogaugerr.com/topic/my-experience-adding-o-gauge-to-existing-s-gauge
https://ogrforum.ogaugerr.com/topic/add-dropleaf-to-train-platform-for-additional-buildings


 The Jan 2020 layout only depicts the changed curves and switches.  I hadn’t included the 

cut-to-length straight pieces yet in the RR-Track file … that’s why there are open track sections in 

this image.   

Jan 2020 Layout 

 

 

 Track/switch updates to the Jan 2019 layout are depicted as “blue” color in the Jan 2020 

layout.  In the Jan 2019 layout, I wired the O-42-switched through-sidings to be powered off 

when the connecting switches were in “straight” position and powered on when the switches 

were in ‘turn-out” position.  When I replaced the Ross switches, I re-used the same DZ-1000 

Switch Machines and the same DZ-1008 SPDT Relay Modules with the new O-72 switches to 

avoid having to redo the under-the-table wire soldering/ etc.  All worked as expected with the 

changeover.   

 Here are a couple of photos of the track.  Left photo shows two switches replaced with 

O-72, but the connecting through-sidings have not yet been changed from O-42 curves to O-54 

curves.  Note the much smoother transition into the inner oval using O-72 switches as 

compared to how the through-sidings line up to where the O-42 switches used to be.  Photo on 

right shows the completed O-54 curves mating up to the new O-72 switches.  My locos and 

rolling stock pass through the curves/switches very smoothly now.  Plus, now I can consider 

somewhat larger locos and rolling stock to run on the inner oval and its three through sidings.  

In retrospect, should have done this when I first made my layout, but just thought the O-42 



curves / switches would be fine for my inventory and limited train table real estate.  RR-Track 

software showed me how to do the update within my constrained table size without sacrificing 

overall S-gauge or O-gauge functions.  Happy it’s done.   

 

  


